Towards a new integrated Physiology via a renewed journal, JPS
Although Physiology is an ever-changing science, its ultimate goal is eternal. To understand what life is, physiologists study the interactions of functional elements and their integration into cells, tissues, organs and/or the whole organism. Our journal, the name of which has been changed from The Japanese Journal of Physiology (JJP) to The Journal of Physiological Sciences (JPS), wishes to be instrumental in promptly publishing the outcomes of novel, important physiological studies from laboratories around the world and to thereby contribute to a new integrated Physiology.
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We respect the academic legacies we have inherited from our pioneers
The Japanese Journal of Physiology has been publishing physiological accomplishments that have occurred not only in Japan, but also in many other countries, for more than 55 years. It has finished this historical role with volume 55 (2005) and will be succeeded by the Journal of Physiological Sciences. When the first issue of JJP was published in 1950, Japanese physiologists had neither enough research funds nor sufficient human resources. However, they enthusiastically talked of the future of physiology and started JJP to establish their rightful place among the world’s academia. In the past year, the Physiological Society of Japan decided to change the journal’s title with the aim of making greater global contributions to physiology. The success of JPS will solely depend on our research activities as we constantly strive to place new ideas and new findings for our worldwide readers in this important publication.
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